
REACHING FOR YIELD IS DANGEROUS
In 2016, low interest rates have caused investors to take greater and greater risks in reaching for yield. They are doing this to keep 
their investment income from dropping and to obtain better returns. Financial author, Jason Zweig, says “recently the reach for yield 
has become a reckless lunge.” Interest rates on “safe” bonds have dropped to 2% or less, which is not enough for many investors. 
They want and “deserve” more. U.S. junk bond funds recorded their second highest level of net inflows ever ($4.35 billion) during 
the week ended July 13, 2016, according to Lipper. Liz Ann Sonders, chief strategist at Schwab, says “never have I seen anything like 
the desperate search for yield among my clients right now. I’m not sure they understand the risks they’re taking to get that.” 

Interest rates have recently fallen to record lows in the United States, and interest rates are amazingly quite a bit lower in many other 
developed countries (some are actually negative). Bonds used to be safe investments held by investors for income and portfolio 
stability. With interest rates at such low levels, we think bonds are (and should be) now held primarily for portfolio stability. There 
isn’t much income left in traditional, conservative investment-grade bonds. Many investors have been lured by the higher yield of 
high-yield bonds (often called junk bonds), and dividend paying stocks (at new all-time highs for U.S. stocks). We believe they are 
doing so while underestimating the increased risk they are taking, and this reach for yield has the potential to end badly.

Conservative bond funds such as the iShares U.S. Aggregate Bond Index fund (symbol AGG) currently yield just 1.9%. The high yield 
(junk) bond index yields significantly more, 5.6% currently. As investors have fallen in love with the higher yields of junk bonds, junk 
bond prices have gone up and the junk bond yield has gone down. The extra yield you are being paid to own a riskier junk bond 
compared to a safe bond has been falling recently. However, the risk of owning junk bonds may be rising. See the graph below which 
shows the delinquency rate (late loan payments) on commercial and industrial loans (the blue line rising rapidly in 2016), compared 
to the additional yield you receive with junk bonds compared to safe government bonds (the red line falling rapidly now).
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The delinquency rate on loans is a good leading indicator of future junk bond credit problems and losses. This delinquency rate 
is currently rising rapidly (from low levels in 2012). This divergent trend in these two factors is not normal, as you can see from 
the graph. Typically, when loan problems are increasing (and risk is rising) investors demand higher yields to own junk bonds, not 
lower yields as they are now. 

Junk bonds historically have not been good investments to hold during a 
recession, because losses increase significantly due to the leveraged and 
often cyclical nature of the companies that issue junk-rated bonds. They 
are called “junk” bonds for a reason. During the great recession of 2007-
2009, junk bond funds dropped over 40% in price, while the overall U.S. 
investment grade (high quality) bond index was flat over that same time 
period. We cannot predict when the next U.S. recession will arrive, but we 
have now gone over seven years without a recession. Recessions histori-
cally occur every six to seven years on average in the U.S. since 1947.

We think the rising risk (problem loans) and falling yields of junk bonds 
make them less attractive as investments at present. For our clients, we 
have been avoiding, selling, and trimming back on high-yield bonds and 
funds for some time. Our general philosophy regarding bonds has been, 
and continues to be, to keep our clients’ bond portfolios relatively safe and 
conservative. We generally avoid or underweight positions in bonds and 
funds with low credit quality, and we keep our client portfolio maturities short-term or intermediate-term to minimize interest 
rate risk. We think it makes more sense to take risk in your portfolio on the equity side, where the upside and long-term returns 
are typically much larger.

While the current yield on traditional, conservative, investment grade bonds is low and pretty boring, we do not believe that 
suggests it is a good time to take more risk in your portfolio by reaching for higher yield by taking increased risk. Many of the 
higher yielding investments (like junk bonds) have performed well recently as investors have stampeded into them, making them 
look fully valued or potentially overvalued to us. A boring small positive return in safe bonds doesn’t look good relative to riskier 
investments when the risky assets are performing well, but they sure are nice compared to the potential large losses of the risky 
investments when things turn down. In our opinion, conservative bonds are a critical part of most investor portfolios in terms of 
providing stability when other riskier parts of the portfolio are falling. In fact, conservative bonds (such as U.S. Treasury bonds) 
often go up in times of market turmoil as people rush to investments that provide safety, an important portfolio diversification 
benefit not found in risky bonds. 

We believe it is not just your current investment yield that matters, but your long-term, risk-adjusted total portfolio returns after 
taxes and costs. We recommend always considering and balancing the income (yield), total return, risk, portfolio diversification 
benefits, and tax factors of every investment. We advise investors not to get overly focused on just one or two of these factors.

 

Legal Disclaimer: These materials do not constitute an offer or recommendation to buy or sell any securities or instruments or to 
participate in any particular investment or trading strategy. They are for informational purposes only. ASA gathers its data from 
sources it considers reliable. However, ASA makes no express or implied warranties regarding the accuracy of this information 
or any opinions expressed by the author and may update or change them without prior notification. 

 
Adam Smith Advisors, LLC (ASA) provides unique wealth management services for a select group of client families to help give them 
peace of mind. Author Keith Tufte, (CIO of ASA) has over 25 years of successful investment management experience as a Wall Street 
Analyst, Mutual Fund Portfolio Manager, Director of Equity Research for a major mutual fund firm, Hedge Fund Portfolio Manager,  
and Wealth Management Advisor. Please FORWARD this e-mail to friends/relatives/business associates that you think may have an 
interest. Please see our website at http://www.cherrytree.com.
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